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Hoosier Racing Tire
Launches Redesigned FK
Kart Tires for 2017!!!
After a great 2016 season, Hoosier Racing tire is proud to release a newly engineered karting tire. With
the help and input from several drivers, Hoosier began development on the newly engineered tires
toward the end of the 2016 racing season. They collected data and input from these drivers and
developed a new 10.5 x 4.5 x 6 LF, a redesigned 11.0 x 6.0 x 6 LR and a redesigned 11.0 x 9.0 x 6 RR.
After multiple test sessions at selected tracks, the newly developed 11.0 x 9.0 x 6 RR outperformed the
current 11.0 x 9.5 x6 RR production tire with BETTER ROLL SPEED and over all better driver feel. The new
LF resulted in better corner entry and the newly designed LR in better "BITE". The improved “BITE” gave
the driver a tighter feel throughout the corners. These new tires will be available toward the end of
January 2017.
One week prior to the release date, Hoosier will post a press release stating the exact date of sale and
list its authorized dealers from whom the tires may be purchased.
The requirements to become an authorized dealer are as follows:
1. Must provide an up-to-date sales tax exempt # or Federal ID #
2. A Kart Shop (sales kart parts, tires and wheels)OR
3. A Kart Manufacturer (sales tires and wheels)OR
4. A Tire Prepping Manufacturer (manufacturing prep, prepping tires or cutting tires)
A Kart Tire Dealer fee will be required and a contract must be completed and signed before an
authorized dealer will be eligible to purchase tires.

Call Jeff at Hoosier tire South at 336-403-3275 If you are interested in being an authorized Hoosier kart
tire Dealer.
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